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Made in Ashford
Birthday Printables 

We are celebrating our 5th Birthday - Yay!!
We started as a pop up shop in October 2015 and never popped off. 
We’d like you to join the party with these free birthday printables. 

Instructions
The pages are set to print at A4 size. Make sure to select fit to page. 

We recommend you print on card, particularly the party hats and snap 
cards. If you don’t have card but want to make them thicker you can stick 

them on any spare bits of cardboard you have around the house - cereal 
boxes will work perfectly for this!

Only print what you need. E.G. print pages 3-4 for just the bunting, pages 
5-7 for just the party hats or 10-14 if you would just like to print only the 

black and white pages. 
For the bunting print and cut out the triangles, make holes in the top 

corners where shown and string up!
For the party hats follow the instructions shown on the page. 

You can find instructions online for how to play snap and you can also use 
the cards to play a memory game.

We’d love to see you enjoying your finished creations. 
Please share pictures with us via our social media channels.

Tag us @madeinashford and @tinybeegle on instagram,facebook or twitter 

Have fun!
This activity pack is designed and illustrated by

for

All images within copyright ©Tinybeegle. All rights reserved. This file is strictly for non-commercial, personal use 
only. You may print and display in your home, business, or a public place but may not resell, reproduce or profit 

in any way from the design.
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Blank for your own designs

(remember the point goes at the bottom)
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Insert tab here

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Cut out the hat shape.   
2. Cut a slit on the left side 
where the line is marked. 
3. Roll into a cone and insert 
the tab into the slit. 
4. Use a piece of tape to 
secure on the inside.
5. Punch a hole on the bottom 
of either side of the hat and 
tie on a length of elastic to fit.

6. Follow our pom pom 
tutorial on the Made in 
Ashford Youtube channel.
7. Punch two small holes on 
either side of the top of the hat.
6. Insert each of the two long 
pieces of wool from your pom 
pom in through the two holes 
from the outside of the hat and tie 
together tightly on the inside.
7. Repeat with other hat designs.

Party Hats
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Design our Birthday cake
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(remember the point goes at the bottom)
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